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I continue to feel that we’re reaching a Phase I threshold in my initial year with UUFB. 

The holidays and the start of UUFB’s fiscal year offer a natural boundary between my 

initial watch-and-listen mode and the time to dig more proactively into the work at hand. 

As I feel more settled into the regular aspects of serving as minister, my internal attention 

is turning more to interim-specific tasks. The holiday will give me a chance to reflect, 

and the January Board retreat will give us a chance to get more specific about the goals 

raised in the interim startup retreat.  

 

In general, energy seems strong. People are responding well to services. People are 

stirred enough to be engaged, to be surfacing ideas for activities, and invested enough to 

want to improve things.  

 

In general, I am encouraging the capturing and centralizing of information (getting 

documents, forms, how-to instructions etc to the administrator and into Google Drive for 

example), so that the office administrator and future committee chairs can access 

information in one location. I’m also encouraging the keeping of a calendar of 

annual/recurring events for planning purposes.  

 

The Worship Committee is starting to settle into its work. Ideally it will have a chair in 

the new year.  I’m encouraging reflection and a spirit of experimentation in this interim 

time. I will also encourage training for all Sunday service roles. I take responsibility for 

the services that have gone well past the 60-minute mark, usually because of a 

combination of my propensity to pack the time and long Joys and Sorrows segments. (I 

will note that one person simply mentions the length each time a service runs long, but 

that no one has complained to me directly. I’m curious whether this means people don’t 

mind or that they simply haven’t said so. Either possibility inspires conversation.) I’m 

okay with people feeling some pressure when Joys and Sorrows runs long, but I will seek 

to reign in my part of planning long services. I continue to gravitate to the 75-minute 

length of service I planned for 23 years.  

 

I’ve included the paragraph on worship because worship is the most visible role I have in 

the congregation, and because, as a board, you will feel the vibrations as people respond 

to what happens on Sunday mornings, both positive and negative.   

 

Thank you all for your strong work. A special thank you to those of you completing your 

board terms. It’s been a gift to have these months with you in this capacity and I look 

forward to working with you on committees and in other Fellowship arenas.  

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Rev. Kevin Tarsa 


